
Finalized Minutes      Approved October 13, 2015 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 
Kerckhoff Hall 417 

October 6, 2015  
7:00 PM 

PRESENT:  Heather Rosen, Heather Hourdequin, Zach Helder, Anais Leontine, Danny 
Siegel, Aaliya Khan, Trent Kajikawa, Lexi Mossler, Zack Dameron, Amy Shao, Ian 

Cocroft, Ruhi Patil, Marvin Chen, Ariel Rafalian, Stephanie Wong, Patricia Zimmerman, 
Deborah Geller, Christina Mata 

 
 
I. Call to Order 
-Rosen calls the meeting to order at 7:03 
 
A. Signing of the Attendance Sheet 
The attendance sheet is passed around 
 
II. Approval of the Agenda 
-Shao moves to strike ARC fund 
-Kajikawa moves to make the Budget Transparency an action item 
-Chen moves to strike Student Wellness Programming Fund  
-Rafalian moves to approve agenda as amended. Cocroft seconds. 
13-0-0 the agenda is approved.  
 
B. Approval of the Minutes from September 29, 2015 
-Khan moves to approve the minutes. Shao seconds. 
13-0-0 the minutes are approved.  
 
 III. Public Comments 
-Marien is a fourth year Asian American studies major and is the internal vice president 
for Samahang Pilipino and I’m here to make a statement of support from Samahang 
Pilipino and we are here to show our support and communicate the passion we have for 
our culture and history. Filipinos are often a forgotten minority in the US and we do a lot 
of things that are very misunderstood. I want to urge you to take the time and really pay 
attention to what Kevin Cassasola is saying for PAHM. You're students too and I want to 
encourage you to go out to events. Really pay attention to it because there’s always so 
much going on. Its important that you learn about the history of Filipinos and US 
imperialism affected our communities and continues to affect our community.  
-Alex is a third year psychobiology and assistance director of Samahang Pilipino 
education retention that tries to make Filipinos graduate. There is really relevant 
education and history of our community is important because it affects their mental 
health and academics and holistically. This affects qualitatively and quantitatively and the 
personal histories. I really encourage you all to take it in and have a new appreciation for 
our culture and how it affects our students.  



-Jackie is a fourth year sociology major and I am Samahang Pilipino’s president. Coming 
here as a firs year I didn’t know about my identity. This was my first time to be exposed 
what it means to be Filipino. Through this space I was able to learn about my identity and 
be comfortable in my skin and get involved in our culture and history.  
-Jessica Cantalier is Samahang Pilipino’s cultural coordinator. College is a time to 
explore identity and its important to me is my culture and being Filipino. I really 
encourage you all to be open minded and take in what is going to be presented and how 
that plays into how Filipinos work. 
Rosen closes public comment at 7:07pm.  
 
IV. Special Presentations 
A. Pilipin*/Pilipin* American History Month 
-Cassasola introduces himself as a third year stats major and Samahang Pilipino’s 
external vice president. I want to welcome you all to Pilipino American history month. 
This is going to be interactive and I encourage you all to participate. What comes to mind 
when you think of Filipinos.  
-Shao said baes 
-Leontine stated her dad studied in the Philippines after he left Iran and left the 
Philippines 
-Mata states lechon 
-Cassasola brought some homemade lumpia and passed it in soy sauce.  
-Kajikawa stated disaggregation of fi 
-Hourdequin states her aunt is Filipino and a lot of yummy food. 
-Cassasola stated appleb, Kehlani, Pacquiao, lumpia, swaggapino, Prince Yuko, 
jabbawockeez, and tinikiling.  
“He who does not know how to look back at where he came from will never get to his 
destination”- Jose Rizal.  
-Cassasola states Jose Rizal helped to incite revolution against the Spanish people during 
colonialization. 
-Cassasola asks about William Kipling  
-Siegel said he wrote the white man’s burden 
-Cassasola stated 300 years in the convent, 50 years in Hollywood. Back then the Spanish 
came and discovered the Philippines and decided to colonize. The 50 years in Hollywood 
with Jose Rizal incite the Philippines to revolt against the Spanish. The US comes in and 
colonizes us. Theres a big variety for us and vary on the way we look and the way we talk 
like. We have a lot of Spanish roots and Malaysian roots and Chinese roots. If you ask us 
our last name, my last name means lonely house in Spanish. 
-“Take up the white man’s burden, send forth the best ye breed-, go send your sons to 
exile, to serve your captives needs, to wait in heavy harness on fluttered folk and wild, 
your new caught sullen peoples, half devil and half child Rudyard Kipling in 1889. He 
was talking about Filipinos.  
When the Spanish people came to colonize us and then American came in and spotted as 
us as “little brown brothers” and the short little brown Filipino and we are taken into 
custody and care of America. From President McKinley there’s nothing left to do but 
take them all, educate the Filipinos, and uplift and civilize and Christianize them. We 
were seen as savage and less than human and posted as part of the World’s Fair and 



displayed them like animals. Theres strong history with Filipinos in US and Spain. To 
show the extent of colonization. We were colonized through education. A is for apple B 
is banana and that sort of system of education is placed on Philippines. Apples aren’t 
native to the Philippines. This style of education instilled that the Philippines isn’t that 
good but other countries aren’t great. You want to be the US especially because of the 
colonization of education.  
We have pinoy pioneers the Delano manongs coming into 1906-1934. This is where the 
US is booming and looking for cheap labor. We have these little brown brothers they 
don’t like their own country so the first pinoys come to the states were the Delano 
manongs. It means older brother in ilikanow, and they come all alone no family and came 
to Hawaii and came to California. As you can see they weren’t necessarily welcomed 
very strongly. It says positively no Filipinos allowed. How can you not want that? 
Throughout our time we have been known for trying to dress really well. After working 
they dress up and go out to town and go dancing. I really wanted to highlight that our 
history wasn’t met with welcome. If you go to downtown La in Belmont high school a lot 
of Filipinos were murdered. There was anti marriage law. Filipinos were forbidden from 
marrying other people. They weren’t even allowed to have children or get married. A lot 
of the first generation manongs we grew up without having family. Theres a short video 
about the Filipino workers.  
-Cassasola states tht Filipinos were the ones with the Mexican farmworkers started that 
movement. No one really knows the name of Larry Itilong that started the joint labor 
strike with Mexican farmworkers. They couldn’t marry, they couldn’t petition their 
families, but they weren’t a lot. A lot of UCLA students reached out to the manongs and 
visited them and helped with them and helped become the children they couldn’t have. 
Know history know self. Last year USAC made a resolution to support Larry Itilong day 
ctober 25 and work with Filipino organizations on and off again to restore heritage and 
stories of Pilipin@s and the establishment of Pilipino Studies underneath the Asian 
American studies minor. Our asks is to outreach for Pilipinx American Hxstory month. 
Attend any of the beautiful events we have. Really do right and support Filipino studies 
and remember the manongs on October 25th to Larry itilong Day. Net week we are 
having a word on Wednesday on CAC.  
-cocroft asks if he can talk about the events coming up 
-Cassasola says Word on Wednesday at CAC. At October 16 we are having a general 
meeting #2: Ka-Pahm-Ilya. On October 17 we’re going to historic Filipino town. On 
October 26 its PAHM festival on Wilson festival. On October 30 we are having our film 
festival on the reel, no lie.  
-Kajikawa asks how to connect to Samahang to celebrate our one year anniversary and 
talk about the Pilipinx minor 
-Cassasola states Angelique Taloyo is the academic coordinator and would be the 
forefront of the Pilipino minor. 
-Starr says he was a linguistics major and asks the difference between the p and f 
-Cassasola stated that colonization changed their language because F was imposed on our 
culture so we use P to reclaim it. 
-Khan encourages all of them to roll deep every time, and they’re amazing organizers and 
they’re still at the event downstairs. My peer mentorship platform was inspired by their 
mentorship.  



 
V. Appointments 
A. Campus Programs Committee  - Alexis Cervantes 
-Hourdequin reads The Campus Programs Committee (CPC) is a subcommittee of the 
Programs Activities Board (PAB).  Oversees funding regarding projects and programs of 
an educational and/or cultural interest directed at the student body or specific segments of 
the student body. Solicits student views on the nature and goals of campus programming 
and holds hearings to allocate funds for campus programs. Must attend a four-hour 
Orientation in early August, participate in CPC’s six hearings which are held throughout 
the academic year, beginning in September, and attend Quarterly meetings. In addition, 
must sit on CPC Mini-Fund Committee for one quarter and attend their weekly hearings 
which are held from Week 2 to Week 8. The four undergrad members, three Regular and 
one Alternate, are appointed by the USAC President for a one year term, July through 
June. There is also a mandatory summer retreat. 
-Hourdequin stated Cervantes received a 3-0-0 vote and is passionate about the meaning 
and the work of this fund. 
-Rosen states these appointments are time sensitive and they have hearings very soon. 
-Cervantes introduces himself as a third year polisci and econ major. I have gotten 
involved in alumni scholars and cultural affairs and saw the power on how it brought a 
voice to the students and impact them educationally and culturally. I love the common 
app and want to help. 
-Dameron stated CPC one of the bodies that have te most funding deadlines and isn’t 
utilized as much as others. How do you plan on increasing visibility of CPC. 
-Cervantes wants to create more info sessions for students because they don’t understand 
the process and when I was filling it out I myself didn’t understand the process. 
-Rafalian asks he makes the funding process easier. 
-Cervantes states I want to make info sessions and give constructive criticism for those 
who don’t get funded so they know how to plan their events. 
-Chen asks what his time commitments are 
-Cervantes states he works as the Academic Advancement Program and Cultural Affairs 
Commission and looked at it and I know my time commitments. 
-Wong asks if he’s familiar with the funding. 
-Cervantes states yes he does he knows how to apply for it for Alumni Scholars Club 
-Cervantes thanks everyone for their time and he wants to make a difference. 
-Shao states she may be biased because Cervantes is in my office but his knowledge in 
funding is tremendous. He has helped other student organizations and fund DCT series 
and they didn’t use all their money because they budget so well and give other series 
more money. He has been a mentor to be on funding. 
-Helder states we have a very qualified candidate. 
-Helder moves to approve Alexis Cervantes to Campus Programs Committee. Kajikawa 
seconds. 
13-0-0 Alexis Cervantes has been approved. 
 
B. Campus Programs Committee: Josh Montoya 



0-3-0 vote of disapproval. He needs to understand the position more, tighten up language 
of access and retention, know what the mission of CPC is, how CPC is connected to 
cultural organizations and how it works. 
-Montoya is a second year business econ major and I originate from West Covina 
California and I grew up in San Bernadino. Here at UCLA I decided to pursue my 
passion and picked up a theatre minor and I feel like the reason I had to do this was 
because I saw so many people back home be so passionate but not have the resources to 
be given. I wanted to take every resource and eventually give back to my community. 
-Patil asks what experience do you have with funding if any. 
-Montoya states he doesn’t have any at UCLA, but he interns through his fraternity at 
Beverly Hills for Mosaic Ink and I’m part of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and help him 
with planning and social chair.  
-Helder asks him if he can describe what access and retention are and what events via the 
CPC to improve on both of those things. 
-Montoya states access is being able to get to something or someone and understand it 
completely for what it is.  
-Helder states specifically with respect to ucla. 
-Montoya states attainment is to grasp an idea and commit yourself wholeheartedly. For 
retention it’s the concept of being able to stick through something and stay there 
wholeheartedly.  
-Helder asks how would you improve access and retention in your role as CPC 
-Montoya stated he would be allocating the funds for academic/cultural and I know the 
target audience are all UCLA students and any potential students. What I can do to attain 
more students is more advertising and funding for those who are more than qualified for 
UCLA. I want to be by their sides and fund their programs and give back to the 
community at UCLA. 
-Kajikawa asks about his knowledge about the cultural organizations, feel free to name a 
few. 
-Montoya stated being a second year he wasn’t able to expand to cultural events. I 
haven’t been able to expand yet but I want to put my feet in and want to delve into 
cultural affairs. Everyone in my community couldn’t go to this international skill that was 
all Filipino and white. Being one of the few latino people I was discriminated against 
heavily in leadership and I really want to take my opportunity and go into leadership and 
fight stigmatizations. 
-Cocroft asks about his understanding of the structure of the committee. 
-Montoya states CPC is a subcommittee of PAB and funding all cultural events and work 
with campus activities committee which works with us. The Programs Activities Board is 
one of the largest funding organizations and a part from that we know that CPC is in 
charge of cultural and education programs that UCLA wants to proceed. 
-Dameron asks about fair funding 
-Montoya states fair funding isn’t equal funding. We need to take populous and divide it 
by the funding we have so funding is fair and not equal.  
-Wong asks if he thinks there should be other factors besides number of people attending 
an event when talking about an event 
-Montoya states we have to think about how big and prominent this event is and take that 
into consideration. 



-Chen asks from your current understanding of CPC, could you describe the current state 
and what tangible improvements you make. 
-Montoya states from what he researches is that theyre a funding organization and I don’t 
know anything pass that but I have opportunities to learn. I know that experience isn’t the 
best but the passion and drive to commit yourself wholeheartedly is something i can 
dedicate to the council. 
-Montoya thanks everyone for listening to him.  
-Helder states he has a prohibited lack of institutional knowledge and I don’t think this is 
a learn on the job type of job and one that you have to be prepared to take on and there is 
more preparation that needs to be done but his passion is commendable but perhaps not 
an attribute that distinguishes from more qualified candidates 
-Khan states he has a lot of potential and I agree that he should get involved in bigger 
structures and organizations to see how student orgs need funding and best provide with 
them to work up to a position.  
-Rosen states we have no other applicants and a push through SOLE to forward an 
appointment but I just want to keep you informed with process that go behind. 
-Cocroft states he’s well intentioned and passion for community. I don’t think this is a 
right place to start and its important to have a deeper understanding of these issues to do 
the duties so I stand by the recommendation of ARC. 
-Helder moves to vote on Montoya’s appointment. Khan seconds. 
0-13-0 Montoya is not approved.  
 
C. CPC: Aman Adlakha 
-Hourdequin states he received a 3-0-0 vote and had good ideas for following up but 
needs to be more informed. He sees this is as a learning opportunity, has desire to learn, 
wants to help underserved communities, sees the weight of this committee, but needs to 
be more knowledgeable.  
-Aman introduces himself a 1st year Economic international student from New Delhi. I 
always wanted to be involved in student government and coming from an international 
background I really appreciate the diversity that exists in USA and be a part of a 
committee that accentuates that.  
-Wong asks how would you ensure and facilitate transparency regarding the allocate 
process 
-Adlakha states I see this as an opportunity to learn. I would make sure everyone had a 
fair chance to ensure funding and try my best to make the process very far. 
-Cocroft asks how would you outreach to more groups to make sure they know how to 
use it? 
-Adlakha really likes the outreach programs that CPC takes to help community college 
students and youth and to further outreach the programs through social media to get the 
word out. 
-Khan asks about involvement with student orgs 
-Adlakha states he’s part of his floor government 
-Dameron asks if someone asks what CPC is  
-Adlakha states CPC is a main student fund that seeks to promote diversity. 
-Geller states now that you're at a second week at UC campus can you talk about your 
study skills to take on this extracurricular activity 



-Geller states it would be a challenge and one that I can manage quite effectively because 
I have a a good balance of extracurricular and academics.  
-Rafalian asks how it affects his time at UCLA. 
-Adlakha states he really wants to be involved in student government and itll be good to 
develop leadership skills and really dive into the diversity UCLA has. 
-Adlakha thanks everyone for giving him the opportunity and I realize im not the most 
experience but I see it as an opportunity to learn and cultivate leadership skills.  
-Helder states being as early as his career he seems pretty well informed on what CPC is 
and what it is 
-Shao states hes not the most experienced and hes young and has a lot of potential and 
growth. There was a lot of hard questions and increasing in transparency and inform 
more organizations. He stated he would personally go to the events and make sure they 
were used appropriately. For only being here 3 weeks that’s a good answer. 
-Khan enjoyed his enthusiasm and passion and being here for 3 weeks and floor 
government. As an international indian student it’s a unique perspective and with his 
identity and narrative I think its really important he brings that kind of perspective while 
considering the actual personal attributes. 
-Kajikawa moves to approve Aman Adlakha for CPC. 
11-2-0 Aman Adlakha has been approved.  
 
VI. Office and Member Reports 
 
A. President – Rosen 
-Rosen thanks everyone who attended the breakfast and I will be contacting those who 
are present to continue on those discussions to have a forum later on. Some peoples 
recommendations is to do a meeting without administrators and without administrators. 
Theres a lot of intersectionality that I noticed yesterday. Additionally I attended a lunch 
with Assembly member of Odonell and talked about the importance of education. Hes 
from long beach and a staunch supporter of the UC. We talked about differnet ways to 
increase advocacy efforts at the state level. One thing particularly interesting is that the 
UC doesn’t effectively portray all the research it does for the state to showcase all that we 
have for the state. I met an individual who works on expanding scholarship sand loking to 
create a middle income scholarship. One of the most effective things is to say the 
difference in tuition from when they went to school to what it is today. Its an interesting 
point. Additionally I would be working with the Graduate student association president 
and wanted to work on like a mentorship program when there was a separation between 
us and them. A lot of the undergraduate issues are relevant ot graduate students. He also 
wants to work with us to have a presentation with a new chancellor of diversity and 
equity and have a townhall to talk about efforts and  processes and exactly what his office 
is doing. I look forward to continuing those efforts once we set a date for those townhalls. 
-Hourdequin asks when you say GSA you say GSA and USAC 
-Rosen says yes because theres an equivalent for Pres, IVP, EVP, and AAC.  
-Chen states we got good news that UCOP funding for food security is coming through 
and $2,500 for USAC and our collaboration with you is coming through.  
-Rosen states tomorrow she is meeting with Tony Sandoval to talk about how to access 
those funds and collaborate moreso with USAC and CPO. 



 
B. Internal Vice President – Hourdequin  
-Hourdequin states USAC retreat is next week. I apologize for not sending out 
information but I will within the next few days so be on the lookout for logistics. The 
IVFellowship application is due this Friday and looking forward to having a new 
fellowship. They are some of the most enthusiastic and now the fellows are directors of 
the office and see the full circle of development. T-shirt design contest submissions will 
be open October 22nd the Thursday of week 4 and there will be an email sent out by 
ASUCLA. Transfer pride week is next week and the IVP office will coprogram with the 
transfer student representative. Last year we did transfer appreciation day to express our 
welcome to all transfers and nontraditional students and looking to do something similar. 
We are having a student group liaison training this Wednesday with SOLE. I printed out 
fliers that we passed at EAF. The back is SOOF. Spread this to people who are in your 
office and student organizations. Its really useful and I reference it a lot when im 
applying to different funds so if you need help check that out. Day of SOLE is October 
16 next Friday and will be participating in table talks. The student group liasions will be 
present along with student group leaders in facilitating discussions about organizations 
and upcoming events and issues they face as an organization on how to collaborate this 
upcoming year. I heard from Myra Cevallos who is working with street lighting and an 
update is that shes my contact with bureau street lighting for upgrading the lights in 
Westwood. The good news is that Jasmine Shamooli from councilmember Karetz is now 
working on it to see some sort of change with awful lighting in Westwood. Campus 
safety week is week 4 so I will email you out the graphic so you can all look at that and 
see whats going on if you want to coprogram on anything let me know. Safety has taken 
on a whole new meaning these past couple of weeks. So I’m going to be looking into 
improving the safety of the apartments in Westwood. Safety shouldn’t be a privilege, 
everyone should feel safe living in any apartment and im going to make it my personal 
mission to improve the safety of apartments at Westwood and the overall safety of people 
walking to and from campus.  
 
C. External Vice President - Helder 
-Helder had a moment to speak with Chancellor Block for yesterday’s breakfast and joint 
advocacy and funding the UC and positive response for the near future that we get a 
chance to have an audience with a governor about the budget and the consequence and 
been with Keith Parker per usual and Nelson Peacock and governor relations. I would 
like to say we’re so consumed by this council and it feels important all the time and I 
know sometimes im in my office from 8-7 to student government and Hourdequin stated 
there are things more important than what we’re doing and to be kind to each other and 
don’t know and express our love to those that we do should be our first priority. 
I talked with Lark Park about SB376 and learn more about that by Sunday. We’re setting 
up meetings and met with Patrick O’Donell and Senator Ben Allen to discuss upcoming 
priorities and legislation we are going to introduce. We hope to facilitate some type of 
closed door discussion and honest dialogue. We also had a conversation with Senator 
Lamar Alexander from Tenneessee who singlehandedly shutdown the Perkins Loans 
program. This is actually really important. It’s a federal subsidized loan for low income 
students that was around since 1958 and the sunsetted on October 1st and now there is a 



gaping hole in the loan program. Our financial aid director Ron Johnson because students 
did not physically pick up their check are legally bound to return this money because the 
senate didn’t act on Perkins loan. We are going to be spending a lot of time in 
Washington DC because this is an enormous gap in the aids process for students that 
came to our university who now have that call into question. The federal advocacy 
program came at a fortuitous time and any role that anyone wants to play should keep me 
updated. 
 
D. General Representative 2 –Khan 
-Khan states there’s a conference right now for mental illness for communities of color 
and have a lot of positive feedback and do a follow up event and see what it means to 
improve on. Khan states she wants to continue kosher options to see affordable options to 
see any progress that we made. My campus Is working on their mentorship program the 
mentorship program is inspired by Samahang Pilipino because  we do have an amazing 
mentorship program and they’re all in touch with grand bigs and grand littles. I never had 
that type of mentorship program and MSA didn’t have one. The campus engagement staff 
is to link the academic and community involvement. Finally, Leontine and her are having 
a joint retreat and we have same staff and we are going to Lake Arrowhead. Finally I 
have been in touch with Incarcerated Youth Tutorial project and want to have a healing 
space because of police brutality issues especially the initiative’s and incarcerated youth 
its important to find that healing space because there have been educational workshops 
and protests. Khan asks how we can help and we will definitely be involved.  
 
 
D. Academic Affairs Commissioner – Kajikawa 
-Kajikawa states he met with Mike Nguyen of Institute of Globalization and one way to 
move forward is to partner up with the great research specifically with the graduate 
school of education. I want to partner up with them and student groups to address the 
disaggregation of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and AAPI’s and how that may 
affect academic success. This is very encouraging and trying to schedule more meetings 
especially with API student groups. He had a meeting with Bruin consent coalition and 
Lea Estraada, and the chief administrator officer of Academic Senate. It was a 
continuaion of alst year to put CAPS on syllabi and promised undergraduate students to 
put it on ccle when logging on during week 1 its not up there. We went to talk to them 
and we would get there. We’ve been looking at partnering up with SWC and creating 
some symposium for mental health for professors in regards to UCOP and title ix issues 
and look at the training of that and having more student input and putting on a 
conference. Last week I went to my first academic senate and board meeting and was 
able to learn a lot about things in regards to academic senate and essentially UCLA is 
going to have to take around 500 residents and effectively create for the hill to move all 
the doubles to triples. We want to lobby for more money for the UC system. I had the 
opportunity to meet with information technology and services to promote wireless 
internet to hopefully see improvement. I had meetings with Pacific Islander Coalition and 
I did volunteer day and went to a charter school and dedicate their time for the benefit of 
others.  
 



E. Student Wellness Commissioner 
-Chen states yesterday was healthcoming and I had the chance to go to every location and 
essentially every event and found it to be successful and UCLA departments. 
Unfortunately our night events were cancelled because of unforeseen rain. I have to give 
credit to those who were there and participating. Besides that hopefully we can continue 
that. I met with Bruins for Recovery and leadership to provide support for students in 
recovery at any state. We agreed upon last year to have a mutual desire to work together. 
I want to talk about the AllOfUs campaign and that’s on social media but feel free to stop 
by and take a gander. I wanted to talk about allofus in the sense of all of us, from my 
understanding and involvement for SWC I’m excited and optimistic for this campaign but 
I have to say im disappointed for the offices at the table. I want to commend the two gen 
reps but I have to say im a little disappointed in the involvement of the other offices and 
its allofus.care@gmail.com. I don twant to emphasize the disappointment I want to 
encourage us to reach out. Theres limitations to being a campaign and being an 
established USAC office at this table. Allofus just completed a very successful 
recruitment cycle with over 80 people and really rely on each of our offices. SWC has 
definitely stepped up and spearheaded this project and it’s a USAC wide campaign. I 
wanted to talk about October for Samahang Pilipino Month but also Domestic Violence 
Awareness month and the events this week put on by bruin consent coalition. I wanted to 
highlight a certain event which is CARE training to being trained from 5-9 next Tuesday. 
I encourage everyone at this table to register because it requires an RSVP and take the 
time to become trained and educated on this campus. Not only am I personally interested 
but its an obligation of mine. Another thing is that active minds is participating in a 
national campaign Text Talks and Ask to provide messages on your phone to initiate 
mental health discussion and pull this up and talk about mental health. If you're on your 
first date pull this out on vast knowledge of depth of mental health. Besides that, theres a 
campaign number on the back that will help Active minds and ucla fundraise because 
essentially it’s a competition. Hes looking into the peer supports network and cant claim 
this as my own idea because its been discussed through various administrator office and 
represent the undergraduate discussion we’ve started the undergraduate discussion and 
move forward with that and know this is a good idea. It’s a very preliminary stage right 
now and I have a meeting. 
-Khan asks for domestic violence awareness month would you all want to co=program 
-Khan states my multicultural committee states that the cultural orgs want to talk about 
domestic violence and create an event about communities of color and stigma of 
domestic violence. I’m helping a friend at UCSD about south Asian Muslim men about 
committees and talking about why are they aren’t as quick to admit they’re in an abusive 
relationship. Ill reach out to you. 
-Chen really appreciates it and is very open to it and I’ll also have bruin consent coalition 
email you. 
-Leontine asks if we can coprogram because they wanted to screen the same film  
-Chen states the Hunting Grounds is happening for campus safety week and has been in 
the works for a long long time and so bruin consent coalition essentially providing an 
aspect of expertise in establishing a panel. If anything we would like to coprogram and 
you can contact Hourdequin.  
 



E. Administrative Representative 
-Geller states Chen talked about AllofUs to be engaged. Another thing that all offices 
should be engaged in is campus safety week and I would like to challenge you all to think 
creatively what your office could bring to that collaboration so the message isn’t that one 
issue isn’t promoting issues but it’s a topic all of you care about. Another thing is I have 
to share in other roles and had the opportunity to come to a council meeting and had to 
interact with Dr. Berky Nelson who has the USAC advisor and we lost Berky Nelson 
yesterday after a long fight with cancer and there may be some sort of on campus 
memorial and be sure to the word. He cared deeply about UCLA students about their 
success and their fight for identity and civil rights. Berky joined UCLA in the 60s as 
director of the student programming office and was very involved in the civil rights 
movement and the same sorts of issues and we all share the families loss and remarkable 
individual and someone who left a legacy. The family for those who were in touch and 
share the sentiments for his families and friends on his Facebook page. 
-Rosen states there needs to be fund allocations.  
-Kajikawa moves to table the budget transparency action item.  
11-0-0 the budget transparency action is tabled. 
 
VII. Fund Allocations 
A. Contingency Programming 
-Wong states 9 groups applied. $10,246.07 was required. $5,237.83 requested.   $1,962 is 
recommended. There will be $69,096.00 left in contingency if approved. 
Dameron moves to approve contingency allocation of $1,962. Rafalian seconded.  
11-0-0 vote has been approved. 
 
B. EVP Travel and Advocacy Grant 
-Helder states the new guidelines for bruin defenders for complexity to the program and 
had fair access and a big publicity campaign. There was a group who needed an 
emergency allocation for Black Business Student Association this coming Thursday. This 
exceptional circumstance I allowed them to use the last year travel and advocacy grant 
for $500. 
-Kajikawa asks when bruin defenders will become available 
-Helder says 5th week  
 
C. Academic Success Referendum Fund 
-Kajikawa stated Pilipino transfer week and there is an expected turnout of 80 and I’m 
allocating $350, as $300 goes to their facility and $50 to disposable items. 
 
VIII. Old Business 
 
IX. New Business 
 
X. Announcements 
-Wong states Friday October 23 there is a funding workshop and all funding directors to 
students speak about funds. 



-Chen states on domestic awareness month flier next week is the opening of the gallery 
and a visual representation and please be aware about this opening about the week.  
-Rafalian states next week is transfer pride week and Tuesday night there’s a transfer 
pride week starting at 6 in Campbell hall and see a bunch of balloons on bruin walk area 
and make sure you stop by and see what’s up. 
-Shao states CAC’s internship and marketing app is extended to Wednesday 
-Leontine says painting for AllofUs.  
-Khan states the event going on downstairs will be going on past 9 
 
XI. Signing of the Attendance Sheet 
The attendance sheet has been passed around. 
 
XII. Adjournment 
-Helder moves to adjourn the meeting. Siegel seconds 
-Rosen adjourns the meeting at 8:49pm.  
 
XII. Good and Welfare  


